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We construct shuffle products in higher K-theory. The fundamental observation for this 
is that the following assignments can be melted into one another in an entirely natural 
fashion. On the one hand to any locally free modules Vt, . . . , vk we assign the module 
@,@L ~cr))@(@r=p+, V,(,) <and on the other hand to any chain VI q ‘. . L) vk = 
V of admissible monomorphisms we assign the submodule x, (A:=, Vgtrj ) @ (A&+ 1 V,(,) ) 
of APV 8 Ak-pV. In both cases the (direct) sum is taken over all (p, k - p)-shuffles 0. 
By means of these shufIle products we show that the exterior power operations in higher 
K-theory defined by D. Grayson are compatible (already on the simplicial level) with the 
direct sum and with the symmetric power operations in the expected way. Furthermore, we 
investigate the connection between the shuffle products and the usual products in higher 
K-theory. 
Introduction 
The A-structure on the higher K-theory of a scheme X is the fundamental 
prerequisite to formulate and to prove Riemann-Roth-type theorems in higher 
K-theory (see, for instance, [ 8,14,15] ) and to define motivic cohomology 
(see, for instance, [ 121). The object of this paper is to study the I-structure 
not only on the higher K-groups I$ (X), but already on the topological space 
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(respectively on the simplicial set) whose homotopy groups are the higher 
K-groups. 
On the Grothendieck ring KO (X) of the category of locally free Ox-modules 
the A-operation 
ilk : Ko(X) -+ Ko(X) 
is essentially the map E H _4kE where AkE is the kth exterior power of the 
locally free 0x-module E. On higher K-groups for affine X the A-operations 
Ak : Kq(X) + Kq(X), k 2 1, 
were first defined by Kratzer [ lo] and by Quillen (exposed by Hiller in [ 71). 
In [5] Grayson gives a new, more general and more natural construction. For 
this in [4] a simplicial set G was constructed whose qth homotopy group is 
the qth K-group of X (without index shifting q ++ q + 1 as in [ 111). By taking 
into consideration the so-called Koszul filtration of exterior powers, Grayson 
generalizes G to a certain simplicial set ‘Hk (see Section 1) and realizes the 
A-operation Ik already on the topological level, namely as the composition 
of the simplicial map A“ (induced by taking exterior powers) and a certain 
continuous map Bk. 
The aim of this paper is to prove two of the three axioms of a A-structure 
(see [3]): We will prove the rule Ak(x + y) = ~~Zo(lzPx). (Ak-py) on the 
simplicial level (see Section 5) and we will prove the rule Ik (x . y ) = 
Pk (A’x ,...,Px,Py , . . . , Aky ) at least on the level of K-groups (see Section 7). 
Furthermore, we show the expected connection Cf=, ( - 1 )J’ (Px ). (sk-PX ) = 0 
between the exterior powers Ak and the symmetric powers sk (see Section 6) 
on the simplicial level. 
The essential device for this and so the central part of this paper is the 
construction of certain simplicial maps 
@ : 7-P x ?tk-* + 7-P , k>P>l, 
(see Section 3) which will serve us as products in higher K-theory and which 
we will call shuflle products because of their similarity to the shuffle products 
in (co) homology. 
We conjecture that these shuMe products are compatible with the (usual) 
products defined in [4] in the following sense: The diagram 
17-P] x ]Y-P-P I”_! [7-P] 
1 
“&-P 
1 
Sk 
IGI x IGI a ]GI 
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of continuous maps commutes up to homotopy. In Section 4 we will prove 
this conjecture in the case k = 2, p = 1, and in the case k > 2 we will prove 
it after restricting the diagram to certain subspaces. 
In order to get a quick impression of the structure of the shuffle products 
the reader should take a look at the objects in the exact sequences (for the 
cases k = 2 and k = 3) listed in Section 6. 
1. The work of Gillet and Grayson 
The content of this section is to recall the notations of [ 41 and [ 51 used in 
the succeeding sections (for the reader’s convenience) and to introduce some 
new notations (for example, 7P ). 
Let M be an exact category in the sense of [ 111. At first we will recall the 
axiomatic definition of exterior power operations on M given by Grayson in 
[5, Section 71. 
For any k E N let Fk (M ) be the category of chains Vi - . . . - Vk of admis- 
sible monomorphisms in M. We assume we are given a bi-exact, associative 
functor 
@:MxM-M 
and functors 
which satisfy the following axioms: 
For any chain V - . . . - W - X - . . . - Y there are natural maps 
(E2) VA...AWAXA...AY+ (VA~~~AW)@(~A~~~A~) 
which are associative in the obvious sense and which satisfy the following 
compatibility conditions: For any chain U -+ . . . LI V - W - . . . - X - 
Y L, ... L, Z the following diagrams commute: 
(E3) 
(UA...AVAWA...AX)~(YA~~~AZ) 2 UA...AVAWA...AXAYA...AZ 
1 (E2) 1 03) 
(~A...AV)@($A...A~)@(%A...A$) 3 (UA...AV)~(~A...A~A%A...A%) 
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(E4) 
(UA...AV)~(WA...AXAYA...AZ) 2 UA...AVAWA...AXAYA...AZ 
1 
(E2) 
1 
(E2) 
(UA... AV)@(WA...AX)@($A...A$)- (VA...AVAWA...AX)~((%A...A~) 
(E5) Given U + . . . w V L-$ W’ - W L) X - . . . - Y, the sequence 
o-u/i.-. AVAW’AxA.-.AY 
+ WA... AT/AWAXA...AY 
+ (VA... AI/)@3(~A+,A--A$,)+o 
is an exact sequence. 
We will call an exact category with these properties an exact category with 
power operations. 
Example. The most important example for M is the category of locally free 
Ox-modules of finite presentation on a locally ringed space X. Then besides 
the exterior power operations also the symmetric power operations satisfy the 
above axioms and the module VI A . . . A Vk is defined to be 
Im( V, c3 . . . 129 Vj * Ak Vj), respectively 
Im(Vi @...@ Vk*S’Vk). 
As we already mentioned in the Introduction the A-operations on K4 (M) 
are realized as simplicial maps between certain simplicial sets. We will now 
recall these simplicial sets. 
Let Ord be the category of totally ordered finite sets and let A be an object in 
Ord. Then y(A) is defined to be the disjoint union {L, R} u A being ordered 
in such a way that A is an ordered subset of y (A) and that L < a and R < a 
for all a E A. The elements L and R are not comparable. For any k E N let 
rk (A) be the set of collections 
a = t&*2, &*3 P..., *k, t, 
where for each r we have 
(Al) i, E 4 Z, E r(A), + E {A,@}, 
(AZ) 1, I i,, 
(A3) if r > 1 and + = A, then &_i = Z, and i,_l < i,. 
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We will sometimes denote i, by i, (a), I, by I, (a) and N+ by *r (a). We define 
an order on Tk (A) in the following way: There is an arrow Q -+ cr’, iff for 
each r we have 
(Bl) i, 5 ii, 
W) 1, 5 l:, 
(B3) if + = A and *i = @ then ir_l 5 1:. 
Remark. For A = (0 < . . . < n} we have the following picture of the category 
r(A) = P(A): 
Finally we call a sequence a’ + QI + ~2’ in rk (A) exact, iff there are integers 
p 5 s such that 
(Cl) for any r with r < p or s < r we have: ii = i, = iy, 1: = 1, = I:‘, 
*’ = * *If 
(C2) fk- an; rsaiisfying p < r 5 s we have: *c = + = *y = A, i: = i, = ir, 
(C3 ) 1, = 1; 5 il, = 1: 5 ii = ij,, $, = *p and $ = @. 
More generally for any Al,. . . , A, E Ord and for any ki, . . . , k, E N we call a 
sequence (Y’ + (u + 0” in rkl (Ai ) x . . f x rkn (A, ) exact, iff there is an index 
h E {l,..., n} such that Q: = Eli = ai! for all i # h and such that the sequence 
& + ah -k (Yt is exact. 
For any exact category M and any ki, . . . , k, E N we define the multisimpli- 
cial set Xkl-knM by 
(~k’,...,knM)(A,,...,A,) = Exact(rkl(,4i) x ... x rkn(An),M) 
(A i,...,A,~Ord),afunctorfromr~l(Ai)x...xr~~(A,) toMbeingexuct, 
iff it transforms exact sequences into short exact sequences of M and if also 
any cr of the form (..., f ,...) is mapped to a previously chosen zero object 0 
of M. If ki = . . . = k,, = 1 we write G”M for ?Li-‘M and if in addition 
n = 1 we simply write GM. 
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Theorem. (a) There is a natural homotopy equivalence 
IGMI = filQMl 
between the geometric realization IGM 1 of GM and the loopspace Sz 1 QMI 
of the classifying space I QM I of the Quillen category QM (see [ 111). The 
identification ~0 (I GM I ) S KO (M ) is induced by the map 
GM({O)) + Ko(M), Ml+ w(g)1 - bw$l. 
(b ) For each k E N the k-simplicial maps (p = 1, . . . , k ) 
j, : pr;(GM) + GkM, 
Ml--+ ($,...,$y H ( i M(k), ifj, = Lforallrfp o 3 else 1 
induce homotopy equivalences between the geometric realizations and on homo- 
topy groups they all induce the same isomorphism (the k-simplicial set pr; (GM ) 
isgiven bypr;(GM)(Ar,...,Ak) = GM(A,) forAl,...,Ak EOrd). 
Proof. See [ 41. 0 
According to this theorem we will always identify the K-groups of M with 
the homotopy groups of [GM1 and more generally with the homotopy groups 
of IGkMI for each k E N. Note that changing the index p in (b) does not 
change the sign of the identification though claimed in [4]. 
Now we fix k 2 1. To define the I-operation Ak on higher K-groups we need 
one more construction: The simplicial subdivision yields a canonical procedure 
to transform a simplicial set X : Ord -+ Ens into a k-simplicial set. 
For this the concatenation Al - . . . . Ak Of the totally ordered Sets Al,...,& 
is defined to be the disjoint union Ar U . . . U Ak equipped with the total order 
determined by the following conditions: Each set A, is an ordered subset of 
Al . . . . . Ak and a < b whenever a E A, and b E A, with r < s. Then the 
multisimplicial set Subk X is defined by 
Subk X(At,. . . ,Ak) = X(A1 . . , . . Ak) 
(AI,..., Ak E Ord). 
Theorem. There is a natural homeomorphism 
ISUbkXI g 1x1 
between the geometric realizations of Subk X and X. 
Proof. See [ 51. 0 
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According to this theorem we will always identify the topological space 
1 Subk XI with 1x1. 
For any A,,..., Ak E Ord we have the following exact functor, 
Ek : T(Al) x...xT(Ak)-‘rk(AI.....Ak), 
($..., 1) H ($,*2,...,*k,@, 
where we define II = jl and then inductively for Y > 1 we declare: 
(Dl) if j, = L then + = A and I, = I+,, 
(D2) if j, # L then + = B and I, = jr, 
For any exact category M these functors induce a multisimplicial map 
zk : SUbk 7-tkM + GkM. 
Furthermore, for any exact category M with power operations we obtain a 
simplicial map 
Ak : GM + ?ikM, 
fkfH (($*&...r*k,& HM(%)*2”‘*kM(%)) 
in the obvious way and by composing with Zk we obtain the A-operation 
Ak : SUbk GM - SUbk 3-IkM 2 GkM 
which induces on homotopy groups the desired A-operation 
Ak : K,(M) ---) l&(M). 
Finally we recall the additive and multiplicative structure on IGMl (see 
141): 
For each k > 1 the multisimplicial map 
GkM x GkM + GkM, 
(M,N)+mN= ((i )...) jy4(% )...) @wv(~ )...) jy)] 
defines an H-space structure on IGkM I (“addition”) which makes IGkM I 
into a group object in the homotopy category. The identifications Q I QM I N 
[GM! = jGkMI are compatible with these group structures. 
For any k 2 p 2 1 the k-simplicial map 
GPM x Gk-PM + GkM, 
(it4,N)H [(M&v) = ((2 )...) jy-hf(~ )...) +Hvc~ )...) k,)] 
defines an H-space structure on [GM I which on homotopy groups does not 
depend on (p, k ) (“multiplication”). 
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2. Intersection and sum of subobjects 
Let M be an exact category. The aim of this section is to prove that for any 
subobjects VI,. . . , V,, WI, . . . , W, E M of some 2 E M occurring as values of 
an exact functor M : PI (Al ) x . . . x rkn (A, ) -+ M we have the elementary 
formula (in general a freshman’s dream) : 
i,j=l 
(See Proposition 2.5 for an exact formulation.) 
In addition to the axioms of an exact category we assume (for simplicity) 
that for any sequence V - W - X of monomorphisms in M with I/ L) X 
and W of X admissible, V - W also is admissible. In order to ensure that 
sum and intersection of subobjects always exist, we furthermore assume that 
we have fixed an abelian category A such that M is a full subcategory of A 
closed under extensions in d and such that a short sequence in M is exact, 
iff it is exact in A. The above additional axiom means that M is also closed 
under taking kernel of epimorphisms. 
Definition. A set U of admissible subobjects of an object X E M is called 
stable, iff for any Vi, V2, W E U we have that Vr n V2 and Vi + l5 are in 2.4 and 
(K+b)n~=(hn~)+U5nW). 
Examples. (a) For each chain Vr c-t . . . - V, of admissible subobjects of an 
object X E M the set {VI,. . . , Vn} is stable. 
(b) Let M be a finite set and let U be a set of subsets of M stable under n 
and U. For any ring A let A [M] denote the free A-module with basis M. Then 
the set U = {A [N] 1 N E U} is a stable set of admissible subobjects of A [Ml. 
(c) Let U be a stable set. Then for any U E 2.4 also the set { V E U 1 V C U} 
and the set {E 1 V E U and V > U} are stable. 
Lemma 2.1. Let U be a stable set of admissible subobjects of an object X E M 
and let VI,..., V, be in U. Then: 
(a) The sequence 
@(r:nI+)-~I:-~V,+O, 
i-cj i=l i=l 
(aij)i<j H (Caij - Caji)i=l,...,f~ 
icj i>j 
is exact. 
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(b) For any U E U the sequence 
is exact. 
Remark. The sequence in (a) can be continued to the left in a natural fashion 
(see [ 131). 
Proof. (a) Consider the following diagram with the obvious maps: 
i<j<n-1 
1 
i<j<n-I 
1 
63 K r-l vn -+ (~mv, -+CK+O 
i=l i=l i=l 
Because (Cyzi V;:) n V, = C:I; 6 n V,, the lower row is exact. Obviously the 
left column is exact and by induction on 12 we may assume that the middle 
column is exact. By diagram chasing we obtain that the middle row is exact. 
(b) This follows from the following equality: 
The following lemma has a similar shape as Lemma 2.1, but has nothing to 
do with the notion “stable”. 
Lemma 2.2. Let X be an object in M and let Vi - I4 be subobjects of X 
(i = l,..., n). If the canonical map @y=‘=, K + @y= 1 3 factorizes throwh 
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is exact. 
Proof. Let K = Ker(Cy= 1 K + @= 1 8 ). Then the snake lemma, applied to 
the following commutative diagram with exact rows, shows the lemma: 
Next we are going to introduce stable sets of admissible subobjects which 
arise from an exact functor Tk (A) -+ M (k E N, A E Ord). To begin with we 
define some notions concerning rk (A ) . 
Definition. (a) We will call an arrow a’ + (Y in rk (A) a monomorphism, iff 
for each r we have *i = +, 1: = I, and ii 5 i, (for short: CY’ L--) a). If in 
addition there is an index p E { 1,. . . , k} such that ii = i, for all r # p we will 
call cy’ + Q: a simple monomorphism (for short: (Y’ 5 a). 
(b) For any simple monomorphism (Y’ 5 Q in rk (A) we define the quotient 
5 E rk (A) as follows: Put 
s = s(a’L,) = 
{ 
P, if*p+l = ~3, 
max{p < r 1 *p = . . = + = A}, else, 
*A;, = 
i 
+, if r # p 
(r = 2,...,k), 
@> else 
i,(s) = i, (r = l,...,k), 
l@= lry 
{ 
ifr<pors<r 
ii, ifp<r<s 
(r = l,...,k). 
(c) Let Q - y and p c--1 y be two monomorphisms in rk (A). Then the 
element Q n /I of rk (A ) is defined by 
+(a n P) = *,(Y), i,(a n P) = min(iAa), i,(P)), 
&(a fl P) = l,(r). 
More generally, 
P(A) = Pl(At) 
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let k = (ki,..., kn) E N” and A l,...,A,, E Ord and put 
x ... x l+n(A,). 
Definition 2.3. (a) We will call an arrow Q’ = (a;, . . . , ah ) + Q = (al, . . . , a,, ) 
in rk (A) a monomorphism, iff ai - hi is a monomorphism for all i. If in 
addition there is an index h E { 1,. . . , n} such that (Y: = Qi for all i # h and 
such that QL L Cwh is a simple monomorphism in rkh (Ah), we will call a’ c, a 
a simple monomorphism (for short: cr’ (2’ (u). 
(b) For any simple monomorphism Q’ 
(kp) 
Tk (A) is defined as follows: 
- (I! in rk(A) the quotient 5 E 
a! 
;= (@I ,...,Qh-I,~,LYh+l,...,“n). 
(c) For any a L, y, j? - y in rk(A) we put 
anp = (a1nj11,...,~nnj3n) erk(A). 
Obviously any monomorphism in rk (A) can be expressed as a composition 
of simple monomorphisms, the element 3 is well-defined (see axioms (Al), 
(A2) and (A3) ) and the sequence (Y’ + (Y + -$ is an exact sequence in rk (A) 
(see axioms (Cl), (C2) and (C3)). 
Lemma 2.4 (Homomorphism theorem). Let a, p, y E rk (A) such that we have 
a monomorphism /?
(hp) 
- y and a simple monomorphism a (2’ y. Then an fi L 
j3 is a simple monomorphism, and we have a monomorphism & - i or we 
have Q n /I = 8. 
Proof. The first claim is clear, because a n j3 differs from j3 at most at the 
place (h, p ). For the second claim we may assume that n = 1. Furthermore, 
we may assume iP (a) < ip (j3) (otherwise (Y n /I + j3 is the identity). Then for 
each r we have 
*rW = *,(Y), *r(&) = ~ 1. if r # p else 1 = *,(:I, 
i,(A) = i,(P) 5 i,(Y) = id:), 
s(anp L p) = ~(a e 7) = S, 
1’($) = I /r(P) = /r(Y), ifr<pors<r ip(anp) = ip(a), ifp<r<s = lr(i). 
This shows the second claim (see Definition 2.3 (a) ). 0 
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In the following ai does not denote a component of Q, but Qi itself is an 
element of rk(A) = rkl(A1) x ... x Tkn (A, ). Furthermore, the number n of 
factors in rkl (Al ) x . . . x Tkn (A, ) will not occur explicitly and the index y1 
will have a new meaning. 
Proposition 2.5. Let M : Tk (A) -+ M be an exact finctor. Then for each 
yErk(.4) theset 
eM(ai) I n 2 19 ai Q y monomorphism 
i=l 
in rk(A)fir all i = l,...,n 
is a stable set of admissible subobjects of M ( y ). 
Proof. This immediately follows from the following two claims: For each n E N 
and y E rk (A ) we have: 
(a) Given monomorphisms ai it y (i = 1,. . . , n ) in rk (A) the subobject 
Cy=, M (ai ) of M ( y ) is admissible. 
(b) Given 1, m 2 1 with I + m = n + 1 and given monomorphisms ai + y 
(i=l,..., I)and/3j-,y(j=l,..., m)inrk(A)wehave 
In the case y1 = 1 claim (a) is clear, because any monomorphism in rk (A) 
can be decomposed into simple monomorphisms. For claim (b) we have to 
show M(a) n M(P) = M(cl: n/I). For this by the same argument we may 
assume that a ~-r y is simple. Then we have the following diagram with exact 
rows and with vertical monomorphisms by Lemma 2.4: 
0 + M(anlJ) + M(B) + M(A) ---t 0 
1 1 1 
0 + M(a) -+ M(y) + M(i) + 0 
This shows the claim (b) in the case y1 = 1. 
For the general case we proceed by induction on n: 
(a) We decompose a, -+ /3 into simple monomorphisms Q~ -+ a; + . . . - 
y. Then by induction on the length of this decomposition we may assume 
that the claim is already proved for C$ instead of a,. By Lemma 2.4 for each 
i = I,..., it - 1 the monomorphism ai n Q,, L) Qi n QY:, is simple and we have a 
monomorphism $$ L) 2 or czina, = air?&;. Now we consider the following n 
diagram: 
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M(Y) 
M(4) 
40 
Obviously the lower row is an exact sequence. Futhermore, we have 
[Cy=‘=, M(ai)] n M(ah) = [CyIt M(cri)] n M(oL) + M(cr,). This equals 
CyI; (M(ai) n M(ak)) + M(a,) by the inductive hypothesis (b). Hence the 
upper row is an exact sequence. By applying the inductive hypothesis (a) to 
ynew = 2, ,pew = $$ (i = l,..., n - 1) we obtain that the left vertical 
monomorphism is admissible. The right vertical monomorphism is admis- 
sible by assumption. Now the snake lemma shows that the middle vertical 
monomorphism is also admissible which is equivalent to claim (a). 
(b) We may assume m 2 2 by symmetry. At first we consider the case that 
Pm 4 y is simple. We may assume that ai n pm # ai for i = 1,. . .,I and 
pin&# BjfOrj = l,..., m - 1 (otherwise the assertion immediately follows 
from the inductive hypothesis (b) ). Then by Lemma 2.4 for each i = 1,. . . , I 
and j = l,..., m - 1 the monomorphisms CI~ n Pm - ai and pj rl firn + p are 
simple and we have the monomorphisms 
By applying the inductive hypothesis (b) we obtain the following equality of 
subobjects of M ( & ) : 
xi=, M(w) + MUhI n Cj”=l M(Pj) 
M(Pm) M(Pm) 
I m-l 
=CCM(&n&) 
i=l j=l 
I m-l 
=~~M($$&) 
i=l j=l 
= Ef=, C,“=;’ M(~li n Pj> + M(Pm) 
MCPm 1 
282 
In particular 
Cf=l M(%) 
once more: 
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the numerators of this equation are equal and intersecting with 
gives the desired equality by using the inductive hypothesis (b) 
i=l j=l 
(For the last equality note that the left term in the right brackets is contained 
in the left brackets.) 
For the general case we decompose Pm L) y into simple monomorphisms 
Pm Lf /3:, + . . . c-t y and may assume that claim (b) is already proved for /3; 
instead of Pm. We put I’ = Cf=, M(ai), W = C,“=;‘M(Pj), II’, = M(Pm), 
WA = M(Ph). Then applying the case considered above to CX~* = CX~ n ph, 
pyw = pjnph, yneW = /_?k we obtain the desired equality: 
= vn(W+W,) = vn(w+W;)n(W+W,) 
= (vnw+VnW~)n(W+W,) 
=vnw+(VnW&)n(W+W,) 
=vnW+(VnW~nW+VnW,) 
= vnw+ vn W, = &~M(ainP,). 17 
i=l j=l 
Such as the preceding proposition also the following lemma is based on the 
notion “exact sequence in P (A )“. 
Lemma 2.6. Let A E Ord, k E N and Q -+ 6 an arrow in rk (A) such that 
iP (a) 5 1, ((I) for some p, Then for each exact functor M : rk (A) + M the 
map M(a) + M(G) is the zero map. 
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Proof. We set 
d - \lllaX{p <r 1 *,+I = . . . = Gr = A}, else, 
and decompose CI + 6 as follows: 
( 
1 
( @, k, A, +,A, . . . . A, 2, 
1 
6 = +,;2 ,..., ~p,~&+ ,,..., 
, ;k, $ 
1 
, ;k, $). 
(The empty space means that nothing changes.) Then the three middle terms 
form an exact sequence in Tk (A) and the claim follows. 0 
3. Construction of shuffle products 79 x ‘Hk-P + ?lk 
Let M be an exact category as in Section 2 and let k 2 p 2 1 be fixed 
integers. We are going to construct a simplicial map 
Sym = SymP*k-P : nP>k-PM 4 3_tkM 
which we will call shuffle operation. (We will use the same notation for the 
bi-simplicial set l-Pk-J’M as for the associated I-simplicial set defined by 
W’~k-PM (A) = Wk-PM (A, A) for A E Ord.) 
We recall: A (p, k - p)-shufJle is a permutation CJ of { 1,. . . , k} with CJ ( 1) < 
... < a(p) and g(p + 1) < ... < a(k). The assignment cr H {a(l),...,a(p)} 
defines a bijection between the set of (p, k -p)-shuffles and the set P(k,p) = 
{R c {l,..., k} 1 [RI = p}. We will use the latter interpretation of (p, k - p)- 
shuffles. 
Now we fix an object A E Ord and an element a E Tk (A) and introduce 
some notations: Let wa be the following equivalence relation on { 1,. . . , k}: 
r-as es 
*,+~(a) = ... = *s(a) = A, if r<s, 
*$+r (a) = ... = *,(a) = A, ifs 5 r 
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and let { 1,. . . , k} = Z1 . , . . . Znca) be the representation of { 1,. . . , k} as the 
concatenation of the equivalence classes Z,, n = 1,. . . , n(a) of { 1,. . _ , k} 
corresponding to this equivalence relation. We define an equivalence relation 
-a on P (k, p ) as follows: 
R = {rl < . . . < rp} _a S = {sI < . . . < sp} 
- rt-a St for all t = l,...,p 
++ (RnZ1 . . . ..Z.I = ISnZr . . . ..Z.l for all n = l,..., n(a) 
H IRnZ,I = ISnZ,I for all n = l,...,n(c~). 
Remark. (a) The equivalence relation -a depends only on the symbols er (a), 
r = 2,...,k. 
(b) For any R,S E P(k,p) with R -a S we have also R -a S in P(k, k -p) 
where R, S denotes the complement of R, S in { 1,. . . , k}, respectively. This 
immediately follows from the previous definition. 
For any R = {Y, < . . . < rp} E P(k,p) we define aR E rp(A) by 
it(crR) = i,(a) (t = l,...,p), 
&bR) = L,(cr) (t = l,...,p), 
*t(2) = 1 A, if rf-l -a. rt @‘, else (t = 2,...,p) 
and in a similar way aR E rk-p (A) is defined (for short: *t (aR ) is defined to 
be A, if only AS occur in CI between the places r,_l and rt, and 8, else). For 
any cr,j? E rk(,4) with *,(a) = *,(/3) and l,(a) = /,</I> for all r the element 
CI U /3 E rk(A) is given by 
*r(Q u P) = *,(a), &(a u P) = I,(a), 
&(a: U P) = max(i,(c-x:), i,(P)). 
Note that for any R, S E P (k,p ) with R _a S we have *f ((We) = + (as) and 
Zt(crR) = &(a?) for all t (by (A3)) and hence the element crRUd E P(A) 
is defined. 
Lemma 3.1. Let cx + /3 be an arrow in rk(A). Then for each R E P(k,p) we 
have an arrow CY~ -, PR. InparticularforanyR E P(k,p)/-,, S E P(k,p)/-p 
and any subset I & R n S we have an arrow UREl cxR --+ URE7 PR. 
Proof.LetR={rr<‘.-<r,}andtE(l,...,p}.Then: 
it(crR) = i,(a) 5 ir,(/3) = it(PR) and 
iJaR) = &(a) I Z,,(P) = WR). 
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Lft>land*t(aR) =Aand*t(/3R) =@,thereisanindexz~{r,_t+l,...,r~} 
such that *,(a) = A and *,(fi) = @. Let z E {r,_l + 1,. . . ,rt} be maximal 
with this property. Then: 
it-i(QR) = &_,(a) I &_,+~(a) I ... I i,_l(cx) <I,(p) 
I ~z+l(P) I .‘. I b, w = WRh 
This shows axiom (B3). q 
Now the shuffle operation 
Sym = SymP’k-p : 7-tpTkmPM (A) + 7-lkM (A) 
is defined as follows: Let A4 E IH ppk-J’M (A) = Exact(F’(A) x rk-p(A), M). 
Definition of Sym(M) (a) 
Definition. Let QI E rk (A). Then by Proposition 2.5 for each R E P (k,p I/ -a 
the sum CRER M ( aR, aR ) is an admissible subobject of M (U&R aR, UREa aR ). 
We set 
Sym(M) (a) = @ c M(aRJXR). 
‘RE’P(k,p)/N, RE’R 
Note. Regarding this mixture of the direct sum $ and the sum C of subobjects 
as one sum “C”, the sum “C” is taken over all (p, k - p )-shuffles R E P (k, p ) . 
This explains the name shuffle operation. 
Dejinition of Sym(M) ((t’ + p) 
Definition. Let cx + /3 be an arrow in rk(A). Then by Lemma 3.1 for each 
R E P (k,p) we have aR + pR and L-X~ -+ PR. We claim that there is a 
morphism f : Sym(M)(a!) + Sym (M) (p) such that the following diagram 
commutes: 
cl3 M(a R,aR) 
a3 REP(k,) MbR-+DR,aR-BR) 
’ @ WBR,BR) 
RWkp) REPW) 
1 1 
SYmW) (4 f Sym(M) (PI 
Obviously the morphism f is uniquely determined by this property and we 
set Sym(M)(cr + /I) = f. This defines a functor 
rk(A) + M, 
a H Sym(M) (a), ta + PI H [Sym(W (a --+ 8)l. 
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To prove the existence of f, by Lemma 2.1 (a) it suffices to show that for 
all R,S E P(k,P) with R wa. S the following diagram commutes: 
M(aRrlc2 ckh2) + 0, ifR+gS , 
M(/?Rn/3s,/3Rnj?S), if R -gS 
1 A 1 A 
M(aR,CYR) a3 M(aS,aS) + wpR, PI @ WP, PSI 
(A is the diagonal map.) 
If R wp S we have aR n as + PR n /Is and aR n as + j? R n ps and the 
claim follows. If R = (~1 < . .. < rP} #S S = {si < .. . < sP} there is an index 
tE{l , . . . ,p} such that rt +p St. By symmetry we may assume rt < St. There 
is an index z E {rt + 1,. . . , St} with *,(/I) = @. Let z E {Yt + 1,. . . ,st} be 
maximal with this property. Then: 
it(aR n 2) = min(i, (cu), i,(a)) = i,(a) 
I i,+1 (a) 5 ... I iz-1 (a) I ~z(P) 
= I,+l(P) = ... = L,(P) = &(P) 
and by Lemma 2.6 the map M(aR n as + /Is, aR n as -+ ps) is the zero 
map. For the complements R = (7r < . . < Yk_p} and S = {S, < . . . < ik_p} 
there is an element t E { 1,. . . , k - p} with Vt +p St and St < Ft. By the same 
argumentation we obtain that M(aR n as + PR, aR n as + PR) is the zero 
map. This shows the above assertion. 
The functor Sym(M) is exact 
There remains to prove: For any exact sequence Q: + /I + y in rk (A) the 
sequence 
0 + SymOf) (a) -+ Sym(M) (p) + Sym(M) (y) + 0 
is an exact sequence in M. Because the equivalence relation wY is finer than 
wa = -8, by Lemma 2.2 it is enough to show that for each R E P(k,p)/-, 
the sequence 
0 + c M(cP,aR) + c M(PR,PR) + c M(YR, rR) + 0 
RER RER RER 
is exact. 
We may assume ~11 # p, i.e. there is a unique element p. E { 1,. . . , k} with 
&,(a) < i,,(P). We put 
so = PO, 
if *P0+r = 8, 
max{po < r 1 +,+1((w) = ... = *,(a) = A}, else. 
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First case: For one (and then for each) R E R we have R n {PO,. . . , so} = 8. 
Then for each R E 72 the sequence aR -+ PR + yR in rp(A) is exact and we 
have aR = PR = yR in rk-p (A). Hence the sequence 
0 -+ M(aR,aR) + M@, PR) --+ M(yR, YR) + 0 
in M is exact and by (the proof of) Proposition 2.5 we have 
MDR,BR) fl M( u aR, u /3R) = M(ck!RJR) = M(aR,aR). 
RER RER 
By Proposition 2.5 the objects X = M(URcR PR, UR,aPR), VR = M(pR,pR) 
and U = M(URERaR, URER PR) satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 2.1 (b) 
and we obtain the above assertion. 
Second case: For one (and then for each) R E R we have Rn {PO,. . . , SO} = 8. 
This can be proved in the same way as the first case. 
Third case: For one (and then for each) R E R we have R fl {PO,, . . , SO} # 8 
and Rn{po,...,so} # 0. We put 
RPO = R\{min(Rn{po,...,So})}U{po}ER, 
17~0 = R \ {min(R n {PO,. . . ,so})} U {PO} E {R 1 R E 72). 
Then for each R E R the sequences 
aRPo + /3R + YR and aRPo + PR -+ yR 
are exact. Hence the sequence 
0 -+ M(CURPOJR) + A4(pR,ck!RPo) + M(/3QR) -+ M(YRJR) --+ 0 
in M is exact and by (the proof of) Proposition 2.5 we have 
M(pR,pR) n 
[ 
W U aRpo, U PR) + W U P”, U ~~~~01 
RER RER RER RER 1 = M(cPPO, p) + M(jP, c&J) 
& M(@“, a= ) + M(cJqaRPo) 
s c M(aR,aR). 
RER 
By Proposition 2.5 the objects X = M(URERpR, URERpR), VR = M(pR,pR) 
and U = M(URER aRPo,UREaPR) + M(UR,,pR, URERaRPo) satisfy the as- 
sumptions of Lemma 2.1 (b) and we obtain the above assertion. 
Now we in addition assume that the exact category M is equipped with a 
bi-exact tensor product 
@:MxM-M. 
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This defines a simplicial map 
@ : ‘HP&f x ‘Ftk-PM + xJ’pk-PM 
in a natural way (compare the definition of ~8 at the end of Section 1). 
Definition. The composition 
tip x xk-p%3_I p&-p % xk 
of simplicial maps is called (p, k - p)-shuffle product. We will again write @J 
for this composition. 
Remark. One easily checks that the shuffle operations 7-Pk-P -+ 3ik are asso- 
ciative in the obvious sense. In particular, 
Symkl>...A : Rk I,..., kn ~ xk,+-+kn 
for any k,,..., k, E N in a natural way. 
8 : M x M + M is associative, we obtain 
g : y@l x . . . x wkn + ~h+-+kn. 
we obtain shuflle operations 
If in addition the tensor product 
shuffle products 
For instance, in the case kl = . .. = k,, = 1 the shuffle operation Sym”...” : 
G” + ?-t” is given by 
where “C” is a certain mixture of @ and C and c is running through the 
whole symmetric group .&. 
4. Connection between shuffle products and classical products 
Let M be an exact category as in Section 2, equipped with a bi-exact tensor 
product @, and let k 2 p 2 1 be fixed integers. 
Conjecture. The shuMe product 8 : 7-P x Ylk-P + Xk is compatible with the 
products @ : GP x Gk-p -+ G k defined by Gillet and Grayson in [ 41 (see 
Section 1) in the following sense: The diagram 
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of continuous maps commutes up to homotopy. Here IZkl denotes the compo- 
sition of the homeomorphism 17-Lkl 7 I Subk ‘Hk I (given by Grayson’s theorem, 
see Section 1) and the realization of the k-simplicial map .Zk : Subk 7@ + Gk 
(see Section 1). 
It is possible to define a map I@‘-pl : /7-@-P\ + lGkl similar to the map 
[$I x l+P 1, which, however, we will not carry out. Using this map we can 
strengthen the above conjecture in the following way: 
Conjecture’. The diagram 
IRP,k-P I I SymP,k-P I f J’Flk I 
ICP&P, \ 
1 
19 1 
lGkl 
of continuous maps commutes up to homotopy. (Note that in this formulation 
no tensor product is involved.) 
Assuming the above conjecture we obtain in particular that for any exact 
category M with power operations the continuous map 
IG, x IGI ~Aplxl’k-pl - IGpl x IGk-PI -% lGkl 
is homotopic to the composition 
IAPIxJAk-PI 
IGI x IGI - lWl x 17-Lk-Pl 3 l’Flkl 3 (Gkj. 
We are going to prove that for some special points x E I’FtPI the diagram 
(*) commutes up to homotopy after replacing I’HJ’I x IXk-PI by the subspace 
{x} x IIHk-PI. This will in particular give an affirmative answer to Conjecture’ 
inthecasek=2,p= 1. 
To begin with we recall the construction and some well-known facts about 
the realization of a multisimplicial map X : (Ordop)k + Ens. For any object 
A E Ord let 
f:A+ [O,l] Cf(a) = 1 
a64 > 
be the associated standard simplex equipped with the Euclidean topology. For 
any Al,..., Ak EOrd give X(Ai,..., Ak) the discrete topology. The relations 
(x,&(f)) - (s*(x),~) (s E Mor(Ordk)) 
generate on HA ,,,.., AkcordX(Al,. ._,Ak) x d(Al) x .+- x d(&) an equivalence 
relation -. 
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Definition. The quotient space 
X= Il XtAl,. ..,A/‘) xd(A,) x..+xd(Ak) N 
Al ,...,Ak cord 
I 
is called geometric realization of X. 
Now let X be a 1-simplicial set. We denote the k-simplicial map 
(OrdoP)k 2 OrdoP A’ --) Ens by pr; X. It is well known that the pth projec- 
tion 
prGX(A1,...,Ak) x d(Al) x .e. x d(Ak) -X(A,) x d(A,) 
(Al, . . . , Ak E Ord) induces a homeomorphism 
Grayson’s homeomorphism 
w: )SubkXI=IXI 
(see Section 1) is given by (Al,. . . , Ak E Ord) 
SubkX(Al,...,Ak) xd(Al) x...Xd(Ak) 
+ X(AI . . . . .Ak) xd(Al...:Ak), 
(x7 fl ,..-,fk) H &a H ifi( ifa E 4) 
(see [51). 
Furthermore, we define the k-simplicial map 
ap :!hbkX + PI.;, 
by (Al,.. .,Ak E Ord) 
X(AI...:Ak) -X(A,), x H ii(x), 
where iP : A, it Al . . . . . Ak denotes the canonical inclusion. The following 
lemma shows that Grayson’s homeomorphism I+Y modulo homotopy may be 
replaced by the realization of CQ. 
Lemma 4.1. For each p E { 1,. . . , k} we have 
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Proof. For any At,..., Ak E Ord let hP = h,(Al,...,Ak) be the map 
hP: [O,l] xd(A,) x...xd(Ak) +d(A1...:Ak), 
( i 
1+(/c-l)f 
7 ../&A 
(hfi,...,h) H a H ifaEA, 
9 .“&(a), if a E A, with Y # p 
The map hP is well-defined, because 
c &&L.,fk)(a) 
aeA,...:Ak 
1+(/c-I)? 
=~-.Cfp(u)+~.~~.Ma) 
aEA, +P aEAr 
1+(/c--1)2 (I--t)(k-1) =-+--3;--=l 
and obviously h, is continuous. Furthermore, we have 
hpUUi>..., _&)(a) = ifi(a), if a EAr, 
hptl,fi,...,fk)(a) = 
1 
.&(a), if a E A, 
o 
1 
= [(ip)*(fp)l(a) 
7 else 
and hp is compatible with the morphisms s E (Ordop)k. Hence h, induces a 
homotopy between ry and the map 1 Subk XI + 1x1 given by (Al,. . . , Ak E Ord) 
SubkX(A1,...,Ak) x d(Al) x ... x d(Ak) 
-+X(AI...:Ak)xd(A1...:Ak), 
b,fi,..., fk) H (x, (ip)*Cf,)). 
The latter is the map np o lap 1, because (x, ( ip It Cfp 1) - (ii (X 1, fp 1. This shows 
the lemma. 0 
Now we fix an element M E W ( [0] ) which has the following property: 
M(a) = 0, if /,(a) # L for some t E { 1,. . . ,p} and we view M as a point in 
[7-P] (for instance, we may take M = MN, if N E G’( [0]) with N(g) = 0). 
Theorem 4.2. The following diagram of continuous maps commutes up to ho- 
motopy: 
{M} x 17.Pq Lf IWI x 17-PPI 3 (74l 
1 ]Eqx[Ek-PI 1 
lZk[ 
{IEppl(M)} x IGk+ L) IGpl x IGk-PI 3 lGkl 
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Proof. Let pr* Subk_, 3.tk-P be the k-simplicial set given by 
pr*SUbk_,~k-P(A1,...,Ak) = 'Flk-P (A,+,...:Ak) 
(A l,...,Ak E Ord). We define 
c~:!hbkti~-~ + pr' SUbk_,3-lk-P 
to be the k-simplicial map given by 
3-lk-P(A~ . . . . .Ak) + 3Ck-P(Ap+I . . . . .Ak), MH i*(M) 
inclusion. By Lemma 4.1 its realization is homotopic to the composition of 
identifications 
(compose with Cyk, for instance) and in particular it is a homotopy equivalence. 
Now it is enough to show that the following diagram of k-simplicial maps 
commutes: 
!%lb$tk-P 
M@- 
) !hbk3-Ik 
1 a 
pr*thbk_p3.1k-P Hk 
Sk-P 
pr’ Gk-P 
ZP(M)t+ 
- Gk 
We fix objects 41,. . . , Ak E Ord, a functor N E ?fkeP (Al . . . . . Ak) and an 
element ($...,$ Ed x...xf(Ak) andput 
Q = ($*2 ,..., *,& =Ek(% ,..., k), 
ff’ = (&*,+l,..., *k, @ = A?~-~($$ ,..., k). 
If j, = . . . = j, = L, we define s by jt = ’ .. = jp+S = L and jp+S+l # L. 
Then by detinition of Z we have Ip+S+t # L, . . . , k # L and *2 = . . . = 
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*p+s = A. In particular, we have IL+ I = lp+ 1, . . . ,I; = 1,. Now the following 
calculations show the cornmutativity of the above diagram: 
(P(M) @Ek-p(N))($...,%) 
= EP(M)(Z )...) k, &-P(N)(ti )...) %) 
= M($*2,-..,*p,t) @N+$*p+2r...,*k,~) 
M($,h,..., A, ;) 8 N(& *p+s,. . . , *k, &, 
= ifj, = . . . = jp = L 
0, else (by assumption on M) 
and 
,ZkoSymp9k-P(M@N)($,...,k) 
= SymP’k-P (M CG N) ($, *2,. . . , *k, jf) 
= @ c M(crR)W((aR) 
‘RcP(k,p)/-+ RER 
c 
M(cP) c3 NbRL 
RE{L...,P+~),IRI=P 
= 
I 
if jr = . . . = j, = L 
else (by assumption on M) 
;,A,..., h,~)~N(~,*p+Z,...,*k,;jt)r 
ifjl = . . . = j, = L 
else. 0 
Corollary. If M hl : an identity element I (i.e. the functor I@ - is isomorphic 
to the identical functor), the continuous map 
is homotopic to the identity. 
In particular, Conjecture’ holds in the case k = 2, p = 1. 
Proof. In the case k = 1 there is nothing to prove. For the general case we 
proceed by induction on k: Obviously the k-simplicial map 
is equal to the map jk introduced in Section 1. Applying the theorem to 
M = Sym i& (I @ . . .@ Z ) (k - 1 factors) we obtain the commutativity of the 
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following diagram 
IG’I lj, 
II 
(up to homotopy): 
lGkl 
Ixk, I %m’~-~’ I, 
$k 
IG’I ’ 
p-~osymL...” (Z@...@Z)g+ 
+ lGkl 
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Because jk is a homotopy equivalence and the point Sk-’ o Syrn’>...” (I 8. . . @I ) 
lies in the same component as I@. . .@Z by the inductive hypothesis, this proves 
the corollary. 17 
Remark. Recently A. Nenashev [ 161 told me that he is able to prove 
Conjecture’ in the case p = 1 and arbitrary k. 
5. The rule Ak(x + y) = ~~_,,(P’r) - (Ak+‘y) 
Let M be an exact category as in Section 2, equipped with power operations. 
In addition to the axioms (El ) to (E5) we assume: 
(Add1 ) The map (E 1) is an epimorphism (in general not admissible). 
(Add2) The tensor product is commutative in the usual sense and for any 
U in M, k E N, and Q E zk the following diagram commutes: 
gkU -5 okU 
1 
(El) 
1 
(El) 
A k u 5 AkU 
We will call an exact category with power operations which satisfy (Addl) 
and (Add2), an exact category with exterior power operations. Let k 2 1 be a 
fixed integer. The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 5.1. (The rule Ak(x + y) = Ci=0(12px) . (AkMPy) in the homotopy 
category. ) The diagram 
lGMl x lGM, (~‘@J~k-PL, 
fi 17-fkMI L 
n”= IEkl k 
n IGkMI 
p=o p=o 
1 
e 
1 
c3 
IGMI 
2.k 
IGkMl 
of continuous maps commutes up to homotopy. 
Remark. On higher K-groups K4 (M ), q 2 1, the L-operation dk is a ho- 
momorphism. Defining the product of two homogeneous elements X, y E 
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K(M) = Bq20 & (M ) of positive degree to be zero, this immediately yields 
the rule Ak(x + JJ) = C,k=c(APx) . (Ak-py) for x,y. While this reasoning 
is based on the cogroup structure of the sphere Sq and hence can only 
be applied to the K-groups of M, the above theorem shows, that the rule 
ilk(x + y) = C~=c(APx) . (Ak-py) already holds for IGMI, i.e. in the category 
of topological spaces up to homotopy. 
Proof. Obviously it is enough to show that the diagram 
(ApBAk-p)k_ k 
P-0 GMxGM - 
rI 
7-tkM 
p=o 
1 
d 
1 
d 
GM & ‘HkM 
of 1-simplicial maps commutes up to homotopy. This immediately follows from 
the following proposition. (To construct the homotopy precisely, compare also 
Section 7. ) 
Proposition 5.2. Let A E Ord. Then fir any M, N E Exact (r (A), M ) there is 
a natural isomorphism 
of functors from rk (A) to M. 
At first we formulate and prove the underlying assertion for exterior powers. 
For this let Ut 4 .. . 4 i& = U and VI + .. . - & = V be two chains 
of admissible monomorphims in M. Then for each subset R S { 1,. . . , k} the 
following commutative diagram defines a natural map 
(the commutativity of the outer square shows that the map from the upper 
left comer to the right term factorizes through the left middle term): 
(The permutation Q corresponds to R. ) 
Lemma 5.3. The above morphisms iR, R G {I,. . . , k}, induce an isomorphism 
Proof. If U, = U and V, = V for all Y = 1,. . , , k we have the following 
(well-known) exact sequences (by (E5)): 
o+gA~ . ..AU+ u/j.. , , _.AU,A(U@V)-+ (pAvi.AU,)@Y+O, 
k k-l k-l 
o+pA.; , .AuA(u~v)t\uA._.Au,A(U~V)A(u$V) 
k-l k-2 
+ (VA . ..Au)@((vA~)+o. 
k-2 
. ..) 
O~UA(U~V)A...A(U~V)~(U~V)A...A(U~~) 
. , , / 
k-l k 
---$ \v A .,. A v, --t 0. 
k 
These sequences split, because by (E3) for each p the composition 
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is the identity. This shows the lemma in this classical case. In the general case 
the injectivity follows from this and from the following commutative diagram: 
43 APU E3 flk-pv 1 Ak(U$V) 
p=o 
To prove the surjectivity, we will show by descending induction on i that the 
lemma holds, if VI = . . . = I$ = 0. For the case i = k there is nothing to 
prove. For the induction step i + i - 1 we consider the following diagram with 
the obvious maps: 
Ul A . . * A Ui-1 A Vi A (Ui+l $ 6+1) A.‘.A (Uk @ vk) 
(U, A.. 
p=O Rc{i+l,...,k} 
(RI =P 
(Ul A... 
p=O R&{i+l,...,k} 
IRI=P 
u, A... AUi-l@qA(w@V )A...A(#@I/~) I r+l I 
By axiom (E5) the 
the left vertical map 
to !&A L) . . . L, &!k 
right column is a short exact sequence. By axiom (E5) 
is an epimorphism. Applying the inductive hypothesis 
and I$ - .. . L) vk (with k replaced by k - i + 1) 
we s:e that the lo%er map is an isomorphism. From this it follows that 
u1 A ... A Vi-1 A (Vi @ K) A... A (t?& f3 vj ) is the sum Of the tW0 subobjects 
which are written in the picture. Applying the inductive hypothesis to the 
upper subobject we obtain the lemma. 
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Proof of Proposition 5.2. Let (u E rk (A). For any r = 1,. . . , k we put M, = 
M(B) and Nr = ZV(E ). Then by Lemma 5.3 and by the exactness of the 
tensor product there is a unique isomorphism 
k 
@( A”M 63 Ak-w) (a) + Ak (A4 fB N)(a) 
p=o 
such that the following diagram commutes: 
RC{ l,...,k} ER 6R 
1 (El) 
&BE (/PM) (aR) @ (Ak_PN) (2) 
P=O &7'P(k,p)/-, RER 
II 
6 (APM @ LI~-~N) (a) 
p=o 
r=l 
1 (El) 
- Ak(M$N)(d 
By construction this isomorphism is natural in M and N and compati- 
ble with the maps (E 1) and (E2) and hence it induces the desired functor 
isomorphism. 0 
Remark. Replacing the map sgn( a) in axiom (Add2) by the identity we obtain 
the axiomatic definition of symmetric power operations and Theorem 5.1 also 
holds for symmetric powers. 
6. The rule C,k=o(-l)P(IPr) - (sk-Px) = 0 
In this section we will desist from describing things axiomatically, because 
in the proof of Proposition 6.2 we will construct maps by defining them 
on basis elements. So in this section M is the category of finitely generated 
projective modules over a fixed ring or, more generally, the category of locally 
free modules of finite presentation on a fixed locally ringed space (because the 
ring or space will not occur explicitly, we do not introduce a symbol to denote 
it ). Then M is an exact category with exterior power operations Ak and with 
symmetric power operations s k, k E N, in the usual sense. We fix an integer 
k> 1. 
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pq 
0 
1 
VAW 
1 
vc3w 
+ 
wc3v 
1 
v*w 
1 
0 
El v, w 
0 
1 
V@W VW 
1 T 
v/w VW VlWl 
69 
W&XIV -WV +w2v2 
1 i 
VCGW VlWl + v2w2 
1 
0 
Fig. 1. 
Theorem 6.1. The continuous map 
~(+,A~ . kPI : [GM1 ---* IGkMl 
p=o 
is homotopic to the zero map. 
Remark. While the rule Ik (X + y) = cpkCo(APx) . (Akmpy) considered in 
the last section for homogeneous elements x, y E K (M ) = eazo I$ (M 1 of 
positive degree is already an immediate consequence of the linearity of the 
map Ik (see the remark after Theorem 5.1), I do not know such a reasoning 
for the rule c,k=,(-l)P(Px) . (sk-Px) = 0. So for the rule considered in this 
section the shuMe products are essential not only to clarify the situation on 
the topological space lGM[ but also to prove the rule for K-groups. 
Similar to the last section we will at first formulate and prove the underlying 
proposition for functors A4 E Exact (r (A ) , M ) . In order to get a quick survey 
of the succeeding constructions, the reader should take a look at the exact 
sequences in the case k = 2 (Fig. 1) and k = 3 (Fig. 2). 
Here for each sequence the assumed situation is fixed in the framed box. 
The essential point is that the formal description of the maps on the right-hand 
side works for all sequences simultaneously. This essentially means that the 
map dp defined later on is a functor morphism. 
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0 
1 
VA WAX 
1 
(WAX)@T/ 
+ 
(VAX)@ w 
+ 
(VA W)@X 
1 
V@ (W.X) 
+ 
W@ (V.X) 
+ 
xc3 (V.W) 
1 
I/. w.x 
1 
0 
0 0 0 
1 1 1 
VAW@X I/@wAx Vc3W@X vwx 
1 1 1 i 
(W~X)@V (WAX)@V (W@X)@V wxv WlX12’1 
+ CB CE 
(V@X)@W (VcQXx)@JW (V@X)@W --vxw +vzx2w2 
co + @ 
(VAW)@X (V@QWw)@X (V@W)@X -kUWX +-V3W3X3 
1 1 1 i 
V@ (W@X) V@ (W.X) V@(W@X) 
-VzWzX2 
~IWIXI 
-U3W3X3 
+ CB ca 
W@ (V@X) W@(V@X) W@ (V@X) -kW2”2X2 
-W1V1X1 
+w3u3x3 
@ + CB 
X@(V.W) X@ (V@ W) X8 (V@ W) -bX3V3W3 
+xlulWl 
+x2v2w2 
1 1 1 i 
‘UlWIXl 
V.W@X V8W.X V@W@aX +v2wzx2 
+v3w3x3 
1 1 1 
0 0 0 
Fig. 2. 
TO construct his sequences for general k we at first introduce the following 
sign: Let I = {il < ... < ip} and J = {jl < ... < j,} be subsets of {l,...,k} 
with Z fl J = 8 and Z u J = (11 < .. . < l,,,}. Then: 
sgn(l, J) = sgn 
Now we fix an object A E Ord, a functor M E Exact (r (A), M ) and an integer 
1 5 p 5 k. We are going to construct a morphism 
dp : APM@Sk-PM ---$ AP-lM~Sk-P+lM 
of functors from Tk (A) to M. 
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At first let p E rk(A) with *,</3) = @ for all 
M,=M(#)forr= l,...,k.Thenthemap 
r = 2,..., k and put 
d,(P): @ u&w)@ @w + $ @Mr) @ @m 
RcPtk,p) rER FER REP(k,p-1) rER fCR 
is defined by tensoring the map 
ZeR, eR l-h c sgn(s, R \ 1s) )eR\{s} 
REP&p) REPP(k,p-1) SEK 
with @p=, M, and composing with the canonical isomorphisms &, M, S 
(BrCRMr) 63 (@iERMF.) (for each R E P(k,p) respectively R E P(k,p - 1)). 
Givenageneral(l:Erk(A) weputj3= (B,@,...,@,#)E~~(A) and 
as before we put M, = M( #) for r = 1,. . . , k. We claim that there is a 
unique map d,(a) : (APM B Sk-PM) (a) + (ApelM @ Sk-P+‘M) (a) such 
that the following diagram commutes: 
(/tPM @3 Sk-PM)(p) 2 (/IP-94 8 Sk-P+‘M) (8) 
1 
8-a 1 B-a 
(MM @3 Sk-PM) (a) -@% (#?I4 @ Sk-p+%) (cx) 
To prove this we will first show that the map (/3 -+ a) o d,(p) factorizes 
through 
(I1PM 8 Sk-PM) (/I) + @ (APM) (aR) 8 (Sk-%) (cYR) 
REP(k,p) 
and then that it factorizes as claimed. For the first step we fix R = {rl < . . . < 
rp} E P(k,p). Let x = (xl c?I~~~@x,) 8 (VI @“‘@yk_p) be an element of 
(@PER M,) 8 (t&R M?) such that there are two indices i’ < i” in { 1,. . . ,p} 
such that rit wQ ritt and such that xi’ c-) xi” under Mr,, y M,,, . Then we have 
(as usual) 
(P --) a) odp(P)(X) 
P 
= 
c 
(-1)‘-‘(X~“‘Xi-~Xi+~“‘Xp) @ (yl”‘Xi’“yk_p) 
i=l 
= C (-1)‘-‘(X~“‘Xi_~X~+~.“Xp)~ (Y1”‘Xi”‘Yk-p) = 0. 
iE{i’,i”} 
This proves the first step. For the second step note that for any R, R’ E 
P(k,p) with R wQ R’ we have also R \ {r-i} wa R \ {rj} for i = 1,. . . , p. Now 
Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 2.1 (a) give the second step in the usual way. 
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By construction the maps dP (a ), Q E rk (A), are functorial in A4 and 
compatible with the maps (El ) and (E2). So they define a morphism 
dP: APM@S k P - M+ AP-‘M@Sk-p+lM 
of functors from rk (A) to M. 
Proposition 6.2 (Generalized Koszul complex). The sequence 
O-,AkM%Ak-lM@M&!+... 5.MgSk-lMdl.SkM+ 0 
of finctors from Tk (A ) to M is exact (i.e. pointwise). 
Proof. For each subset R C { 1,. . . , k} and for any r, s E R with r # s we have 
sgn(r,R\{r}).sgn(s,R\(r,s)) +sgn(s,R\{s}).sgn(r,R\{r,s}) = 0. 
This shows that for each 1 < p 5 k we have k!p-r o dp = 0 and hence 
dp_ 1 0 dp = 0. There remains to prove that for each Q E rk (A) the complex 
OdAkM(a) +.. . + SkM(a) + 0 
is exact. For this we may assume that M, = M (#) is free for all r (by 
localization). We define a homotopy 
hp : (APM 8 Sk-PM) ((w) -+ (AP+‘M 8 Sk-p-‘M) (a) 
between the identity and the zero map as follows: For each r E { 1,. . . , k} 
we choose a basis {xj’lj = l,..., m,} of Mr such that for all r < r’ with 
r N r’ and for all j 5 m, we have xj’ H x;’ under M, L) M,,. Now let 
R = {rl < ... <r,}EP(k,p),R= {YI <~~~<~k-p}.Then,ifJ= (jl,...,jp) 
runs through all elements of {l,...,m,,} x ... x {l,...,mrP} with ji < j,,, if 
i < i’ and ri N ril, and if J = (jr, . . . , &-P ) runs through all elements of 
{l,..., m?,} x ... x {I,..., mf,_, } with yi 5 jit, if i < i’ and & N &I, the 
elements 
form a basis of (Ap M) (aR ) @ (Sk-PM) ( CX~ ) . Now we define a homomorphism 
(ApM) (aR) @ (Sk-pM) (aR) 
-+ (AP+‘M) (a: RWI) 8 (Sk-P-‘M) (,R\{61) 
by the following assignment for these basis elements: 
x(n,J) @ X(J-2 ,...> j&,)7 
XJ@XJH if ?I N 1 and if31 <j,, if & m rl 
0, else. 
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Note that in the upper case the element x(~,,J) @ x(,-~,...,~~_,) is an element of 
(Ap+‘M) (aR”{71)) 8 (Sk-P-W) (a R\{‘l) ) also, if 71 > ri. For any R, R’ E 
P(k,p) with R N R’ we have (Fi N 1) H (F’, N I), (rl N rr) e (Y; N r;), 
and Ru{rl} - R’ U (7;). So the above maps for R and R’ are equal on the 
intersection of their ranges of definition and hence by Proposition 2.5 and 
Lemma 2.1 (a) these maps induce a homomorphism 
hp : (/PA4 63 PPM) (a) --) (lP+‘M c3 Sk-P-%) (a). 
There remains to prove that we have 
dp+l(a) ohp + hp-, odp(a) = id. 
Let XJ EJ XJ be one of the above basis elements. Then: 
dp+lW o&(.U 8X.r) 
‘&+I b)(X(j,,J, @X(j; ,..., j!_))> 
ifrl N 1 andifjl<jjl,if?l-rl 
0, else 
: 
XJ @ XJ + 2 (-1 Iix(jl,j, ,..., ji_i,ji+, ,..., j,) @ (Xii ...x~...x;%), , 
i=l 
if ij -landifji<ji,ifij-vl 
,O, else. 
hp-1 odpb)(XJ’@XJ) 
= hp-1 (kt-1 )i-lX(j, ,..., j,_l,jj+l,...,jp) @ (XJ; ’ . ‘Xz ’ ’ ’ X21: ) 
i=l 
2 (-1 )i-lXcJ1 j, ...ji_l,ji+lr...,jp) @ (Xii ’ ” XJ; ” ‘X~~~~ 13, , > 
= 
i 
i=l 
if ?I N 1 andifji <ji, if?, NYI 
xJ ‘8 XJ, else. 
(For the last equality note that each summand can be transformed into a 
distinguished basis element.) This proves the proposition. 0 
Remark. (a) In the extreme case “+ (a) = A for all Y = 2,. . . , k”, the map hp 
is the restriction of (V = M( $$$ ) ) 
/Ipv @ Sk-pv -+ A p+q,+&-p-IT/ > 
(Xj, A " ' A_xip) @ (X~l"'XJ~_p) 
(X~~AXj,A...AXj,)~(X,-,...Xjk_-p), ifji <ji, 
else. 
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(b) In the extreme case “+ (a) = 8 for all Y = 2,. . . , k”, the map hp is 
given by 
ZeR ---f 
REP(~,P) REP(k,p+l) 
eR - 
eRu{L), if 1 4 R, 
else. 
(c) In a similar way one can define morphisms of functors 
d; : A - A4 @ PM + LI~-~+‘M CXI Sp-‘M k P 
with dL_, o d’ = 0. The corresponding d’-complex, however, is in positive 
characteristic <n general not exact (for example, the map d$ : S2V + V cs V, 
xy H x 8 y + y c% x, vanishes in characteristic 2 on the elements x. x E S2 V). 
One easily checks that di_,+ 1 o dp + dp+l o dL_, = k . id. If k is a unit in the 
ground ring, this shows that both the d’-complex and the d-complex are exact. 
(d) This generalized Koszul complex has also been discovered independently 
by Grayson in [ 61. In the extreme case “+(a) = A” for all r = 2,. . . , k 
Grayson calls this complex symmetric product of the mapping cones of an 
admissible filtered module. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let Ek be the exact category of exact sequences 
of length k + 1 in M and for any 0 5 p < k let f, be the exact functor 
Ek+M, (0 -+ v, + ... -+ v, + 0) ++ vp. 
By [ 11, Theorem 2, p. 1051 the map xi=, (- 1 >“]_&,I is homotopic to the zero 
map. Proposition 6.2 gives a simplicial map 
GM A8@sk-‘, ‘Hkck, MH (O-+/ikhf,...~SkM+O) dtc 
such that the diagram 
GM --) ?-lkEk 
(Ak,Ak-‘t3s’,...,Sk) \
1 
Lfi3...,fp) 
&-PM 
p=o 
commutes. Now composing with the map 1.Zk/ gives the theorem. 0 
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7. The rule Ak(x - y) = &(ii’x,. . . ,likx, nly,. . . ,Aky) 
In this section M is the category of locally free Ox-modules of finite rank 
on a fixed (noetherian) scheme X. For any k 2 1 let Pk be the universal 
polynomial in Z [Xi, . . . , Xk, Yi , . . . , Y, ] defined in [ 3, p. 51. The aim of this 
section is to prove the rule 
2yx.y) = P&l1x )...) Akx,illy )...) Py) 
for any X,Y E K(M) = Cl&,&(M). 
In contrast to the previous sections we will show this rule only for the K- 
groups of M and not for the classifying space IGMI. The essential ingredient 
will be the splitting principle. The shuffle products will not be involved. 
We recall: The tensor product makes Kq (M ) into a KO (M )-module. Defining 
the product of two homogeneous elements of K (M ) of positive degree to be 
zero K(M) becomes a KO (M)-algebra. Furthermore, we have the exterior 
power operations 
Ak : K,(M) +&CM), kzl, 420, 
(see Section 1). We set 
P(x,y) = (;lkX, &Ik-px) . (APY)), 
p=l 
for x E K(M), y E eqL1 &(M). 
Then K (M ) becomes a pre-A-ring, i.e. in K (M ) the rule Ak (x + y ) = 
c,k=o(APx). (Ak-py) holds for all k 2 1. 
Theorem 7.1. For any k 2 1 and any x, y E K(M) we have 
nk(X-y) = P&x ,..., ;Ikx$y ,..., ;Iky). 
Proof. We may assume that x and y are homogeneous of degree p re- 
spectively q with p 5 q. If p 2 1 we have Ak(x . y) = Ak(0) = 0 = 
Pk (A’x )...) #lkx,~‘y )...) Aky), because Pk has no linear part. SO we may assume 
that p = 0, i.e. we may assume that x = [E] with some locally free Ox-module 
E. Furthermore by the splitting principle (see [ 3, pp. 4 and 115 ] ) we may as- 
sume that E is invertible. Because Pk (X, 0,. . . , 0, Yl , . . . , Yk ) = Xk . Y,, there 
remains to prove the following proposition: 
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Proposition 7.2. The diagram 
GM x 7ikM 
1 
EC9 
1 
&@%J- 
Ak 
GM + 7tkM 
of 1-simplicial maps commutes up to homotopy. 
Proof. We define a homotopy 
h:[1]xGM-+7fkM 
between Ako(~@-) and (E@~czJ-)~~~ asfollows: Let A E Ord, E E Mor(A, 11 I), 
M E Exact(r(A), M) and Q: E rk(A). We set 
h(e,M)(a) = 
cik(E8M)(cu), if c(il(Cu)) = 0, 
Pkc3AkM(a), if E(il(cw)) = 1. 
To define h(&,M)(a! + j?) for an arrow (Y + p in rk(A) we may assume 
e(il(cY)) = 0 and e(il(j3)) = 1. Otherwise it is obvious. We recall that for 
each F E M we have a canonical isomorphism 
&ok @3 llkF = /ik (E C3 F’), 
(x1 @ . . . @x/c) 8 (yl A...Ay/c) ++ (x1 8’1) A”‘A bk@‘yk). 
Using this isomorphism and the commutativity of the tensor product we obtain 
for any Q E rk (A) a natural isomorphism 
CPk @ /lk~(a) 1Ak(E c3 M) (a). 
Now h (E, M) (a + /3) is given by the diagonal in the following commutative 
diagram: 
1 1 
Ak(a3M)(a) =L kyE@M)(/3) 
Then obviously h (E, M) is an exact functor and h is a homotopy between 
(E~k~-)onkand~k~((E~-_). Cl 
Remark. In [ 11, Akin, Buchsbaum and Weyman construct a natural filtration 
on rlk (E@F ) (E, F projective modules over a ring A) such that the associated 
graded object is given by Schur functors of E and F. From this the rule 
Ak(X’y) = p,#x ,..., ilkx,?y ,..., Aky) for x, y E &(A) can be deduced. I 
hope that this “intrinsic” proof of the above rule can be generalized to prove 
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it already in the homotopy category in a similar fashion as in the previous 
sections. 
To prove also the last axiom “nk(nj(x)) = Pk,j(A'x,. . . ,Akjx)" of a A-ring 
(see [ 3, p. 51) in this way a sufficient fine and natural “decomposition” of 
AkA’(E) would be necessary. This problem is essentially the same as the 
so-called “plethysm-problem” (see [ 9 ] ) and is up to now unsolved. 
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